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Stick to the original. It is fairly impossible to discover which foods possess high lectins or high
oxylates etc without reading a zillion books and articles, which have a tendency to contradict
each other. I'll still have to buy the full version. uninformative Don't waste your money and time
upon this book. I have not really acquired the courage to do this process yet, but I am convinced!
Some sentences are full nonsense and some make reference to lists of prohibited or suggested
foods not included in book. It was okay. Sloppy but succinct summary A decent recap and
succinct summary of Dr.. I learned all about foods (especially lectins) that I never knew were
harming my body. It was okay. Helpful book This is summary of The Plant Paradox book. Guntry,
and also have to remember this is a "summary." From now on I will just buy the original functions
of an author. Goodnbut incomplete useful info Insufficient recs on what IS acceptable..Thoughts
and sentences were garbled with odd, confusing phrases.We was disappointed for the reason
that. The summary does not have the web pages and pages of lists of it depends foods,
explanations of and where to find unusual food items, and recipes. I want a source of information
on these items and for someone to kind it out without having to weed through so much
information. The onslaught of super long movies purporting the latest health crazes aren't the
solution. I just crave good info that's specific so far as items that are bad and the good. Period.
all I acquired out of this is that whole grains and legumes are bad. It seems to have been
compiled by someone whose indigenous language is not English, and there's poor grammar and
contradictions throughout the text..!hmmmmm This was an extremely strange version of the
book. .. Unfortunately, the publication suffers from sloppy composing, typos, and language
misuse. This was an extremely strange version of the book.!. I did so not find it useful and sent it
back again. Recommended in this reserve. This is one among those cases where a summary just
misses the idea entirely. Depends on whether you wish to make a change In case you are truly
interested in improving your health by changing your daily diet - a premise very strongly
manufactured in this publication with lots of supporting data - then this reserve is for you..
Poorly written by nonnative english article writer or robot. I did so obtain the gist of . Gundry’s
method of healthfulness through diet.. Good for an instant review, but complicated for anyone
that expects quality articles produced by professionals. Very poorly written. This summary is
horribly written and for that reason hard to read. And about ten points are good.! Don’t waste
materials your cash on this summary. A must read! We have been following a Plant Paradox. I
already feel better after fourteen days on a modified version. Their is a constant relationship
between many other diets that would,show me an even of reliability. Full of pertinent information,
it gets to the point. Great Publication! The Plant Paradox changed my life. Five Stars Strange Five
star The human disease fighting capability works such as a sensor on the lookout for things that
either help or harm our bodies. When it recognizes the latter. it then sends out an therefore
throughout against the various defenses located throughout the body I love this book This book
is excellent for anybody pressed for time and looking for a quick summary of the fantastic book
the Plant Paradox by Dr Steven Gundry. It did a great job of bringing out the essence of the
publication without going into gory details about everything. I believed I was obtaining the book
at an excellent price. No, but that is still really great if you don't want to invest in the book to
discover what it really is about. The author makes a great case for his diet. Very informational
and essential read for individuals who want to improve their health. That is a great, easy read for
anyone considering the Plant Paradox life-style. Worth reading.!. It was clearly compiled by
someone, for which English was not their first language. Your life is a difficult. Totally worth it!
Well balanced meals that trigger disease and excess weight gain, the plant paradox and an
incredible number of other books are for sale to instant foods that trigger summary guidebook.



My refund was instant, that was so appreciated. Five Star ! While I gleaned some useful details
from this publication, I’m worried it is not factually correct. Recommended for every-man! I loved
that it was easy to read and gave you all of the basics of the plant paradox program. But you can
your pleasure life. I did get the gist of the task by Dr. While we've been told for so long that fruit
and veggies are our close friends, you might in fact want to be careful about that.this is very
good book for put on weight.this is very helpful book. Lovely SUMMARY You can find plants and
you can find plants. This is Hidden Dangers in "Healthy" Foods That Cause Disease and Fat Gain.
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